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I feed-reliability tested the SF with the follow-
ing loads, hollowpoints all, some as fast as I could
pull the trigger, some in fast double taps: Black
Hills “red box” 230-grain JHP (Black Hills’ reloads
are sold in blue boxes, the factory new stuff in
red), Federal 165-grain Hydra-Shok, Federal “Clas-
sic” 230-grain JHP (basically the Hydra-Shok
without the
post), Hornady
200-grain XTP,
Speer 230-grain
Gold Dot, Win-
chester 185-
grain Silvertip,
Winchester-USA
“white box”
230-grain JHP,
Winchester 230-
grain SXT.

The SF
worked perfect-
ly. No matter
the ammo type,
it fed, fired,
extracted, ejected, fed again, locked its slide to
the rear when empty, dropped empty mag when
I punched the mag release, and dropped the
slide, chambering the top round off a full mag,
when I hit the slide release. If that all sounds
commonplace, let me hasten to disabuse you.
There are a lot of auto pistols out there that
won’t do some of those things. 

SUMMARY
I’m unenthusiastic about the SF’s ambi mag

release (I might feel differently if I was left handed)
since it means the SF won’t work with a standard
G21 mag. I’d pass on the Picatinny rail SF version in
favor of the Universal rail, myself, especially if I
already owned a holster set up for a standard G21.

Those are just my
prejudices, based
on my sense of
priorities. 

In essence,
Glock with their
SF has given the
G21 a factory
grip reduction.
“Grip reduc-
tions” consisting
of cutting off a
Glock’s polymer
backstrap, filling
the resultant
hole with epoxy,
then blending

that blob of material down to form a grip smaller
than stock is a minor aftermarket cottage industry.
The handful of custom pistolsmiths competent to
do that job charge through the nose for it. Should
you happen to love the idea of a full-sized, high-
cap Glock .45 but hate the G21’s fat grip, the fac-
tory production SF may just look like an excellent,
affordable, out-of-the-box alternative.

Love the Idea of a Full-Sized,
High-Cap Glock .45, but Hate

the Glock 21’s Fat Grip? 
The Glock 21 SF May Just be

an Excellent Alternative!
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